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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we introduce a novel framework to encode the
dynamics of dialogues into a probabilistic graphical model.
Traditionally, Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) would be
used to address this problem, involving a first step of handcrafting to build a dialogue model (e.g. defining potential hidden states) followed by applying expectation-maximisation
(EM) algorithms to refine it. Recently, an alternative class
of algorithms based on the Method of Moments (MoM) has
proven successful in avoiding issues of the EM-like algorithms such as convergence towards local optima, tractability
issues, initialization issues or the lack of theoretical guarantees. In this work, we show that dialogues may be modeled
by SP-RFA, a class of graphical models efficiently learnable
within the MoM and directly usable in planning algorithms
(such as reinforcement learning). Experiments are led on the
Ubuntu corpus and dialogues are considered as sequences of
dialogue acts, represented by their Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). We show
that a MoM-based algorithm can learn a compact model of
sequences of such acts.
1. INTRODUCTION
The ability to provide models of spontaneous human-human
dialogue is an important step in understanding dialogue, leading to applications such as goal-oriented human-machine
dialogue [1], chatbots [2] computer-aided human-human dialogue [3]. Hidden Markov Models [4] are the traditional
framework addressing this problem [5]. According to this
framework, dialogue is seen as a stochastic process transiting
through non-observable states, called dialogue states, and
emitting an observable symbol, an utterance, while transiting. Since dialogue states are, by definition, not directly
observable, monitoring the dialogue progress is made by
maintaining a probability distribution over those states [6].
Previous work addressing the problem of learning the
latent structure of dialogues [7] adopt the following strategy:
a first model is handcrafted, its parameters are then adjusted
using data by maximizing the likelihood of the model with

algorithms such as Markov Chain Monte-Carlo or BaumWelch/Expectation-Maximization (EM) [8, 9, 10]. Those
algorithms rely on a alternation between optimization and
update steps. However, three problems arise naturally from
this strategy. First, it requires to know what may be the different hidden states in order to build the first model. This
state design is generally handcrafted. Models are therefore
strongly domain dependent and may suffer from human modeling errors. Second, the EM and MCMC algorithms are
iterative procedures converging towards local optima. Finally, those algorithms do not scale well with the number of
samples and the number of hidden states.
In this work, we show how these problems can be efficiently handled by modeling dialogue as a Multiplicity Automaton and using the Method-of-Moments.
Multiplicity Automata (MA), introduced in [11], are a
general class of graphical models, including HMMs, able to
compute a large variety of functions, including probability
distributions. Modeling probability distributions as MA allow inference within spectral algorithms [12, 13], which are
a class of methods based on the Method-of-Moments which
learns the representation of a distribution. Their first interest is that the representation learned by the algorithm is expressed in terms of observable variables, avoiding directly
modeling errors. More precisely, in this case, hidden states
may be understood as possible futures. Those algorithms also
distinguish from EM algorithms by being extremely fast and
often coming with theoretical guarantees. They have also
shown their efficiency on a wide variety of Natural Language
Processing tasks such as learning Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [14], Probabilistic Context Free Grammars [15], distributed representations [16] or parsing [17].
However, a well-known problem of these algorithms is
that in the case of HMMs, they are not able to provide valid
parameter estimates. This problem is of major importance
since in that case, the learned model is not directly usable
for planning algorithms, which rely at the heart of dialogue
systems since [18] . In this work, we show that it is possible
to bypass this difficulty by casting dialogue as a particular
type of multiplicity automaton, called Probabilistic Residual

Finite Automaton (PRFA), which is efficiently learnable [19].
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we
briefly recall the Hidden Markov Model framework and formally introduce the class of Probabilistic Finite Automata;
in Section 3, we show how dialogue model learning may be
cast as a PRFA learning problem; in Section 4, we show the
efficiency of our approach by learning dialogue models for
the Ubuntu Corpus.
2. BACKGROUND

maintain a distribution over the different states. This distribution forms a vector called belief state. This belief is updated
thanks to the update equation, which requires to know the
parameters of the HMMs. Those parameters may be learned
thanks to algorithms such as Baum-Welch, MCMC... However, it is known that those algorithms need a lot of computational resource and slowly converge towards bad local optima
(or require strong prior assumptions).
In the remainder of this section, we will present a new
paradigm addressing the inference problem, surpassing this
traditional model on a large variety of points.

2.1. Hidden Markov Models
From the point of view of an external observer, a dialogue
may be seen as a generator of symbols, or observations o,
drawn from a set Σ. Depending on the observer, those observations may be utterances, dialogue acts or words. One fundamental task when studying such phenomena is to perform
inference, ie. to predict what may be the next observations
given the past. Formally, one assumes that each observation
is drawn according to some distribution p:
Y
p(o0 , o1 , ...) = p(o0 )
p(ot |ht ),
t>0

where ht = {o0 , ..., ot−1 } is called history. Computing this
distribution for all possible histories is often intractable, a
problem known as the curse of history. A compression of
those histories called states are often introduced. In a dialogue context, those states often contains the last utterance
and some relevant information about the past [20]. This
relevant information is however not precisely defined and
in practice, it is often handcrafted and strongly domaindependent. Furthermore, when spoken dialogues are listened
by a machine, the correspondence between states and observations may be fuzzy, since speech recognition and spoken
language understanding may be error-prone. This problem
is commonly addressed within the Hidden Markov Models
(HMM) paradigm. Formally,
Definition 2.1. An HMM is an uncontrolled Markov Process
or a tuple {Q, Σ, T, O, b0 } where:
• Q = (s1 , . . . , sn ) is a finite set of states

2.2. Stochastic Processes and Hankel Matrices
In the remainder of the paper, we will adopt the following terminology and notations. Let Σ be the set, called alphabet,
containing all the possible observations. The concatenation
between two elements x and y of Σ will be noted xy. A sequence of observations is called a word. The set of words
over the alphabet Σ is denoted by Σ∗ . The empty word will
be denoted by . Words will be written by variables with bars.
The cardinal of a set Q will be denoted by |Q|.
A function p : Σ∗ → K, with K = R or R+ is called a
formal series. The function p characterizing dialogue defined
in the last section is a particular type of formal series called
stochastic process.
Definition 2.2. [21] A stochastic process is a function p :
Σ∗ → [0, 1] that satisfies
• p() = 1
• ∀x ∈ Σ∗ : p(x) =

P

x∈Σ

f (xx)

A stochastic process p defines then probabilities of initial observation sequences.
Given a stochastic process
p : Σ∗ → R+ , one defines its
Σ∗ ×Σ∗
Hankel matrix H ∈ R+
as the bi-infinite matrix H =
[p(xy)]x,y∈Σ∗ :


p()
p(a)
p(b)
p(aa)
...
 p(a)
p(aa)
p(ab)
p(aaa) . . .


 p(b)
p(ba)
p(bb)
p(baa) . . .
H=

p(aa) p(aaa) p(aab) p(aaaa) . . .


..
..
..
..
..
.
.
.
.
.

• Σ is a finite set of observations
• T = [Ti,j ]i,j∈Q is the transition matrix
• O = [Oo,i ]o∈Σ,i∈Q is the observation matrix
• b0 = [b0 (i)]i∈Q is the initial belief vector, representing
the initial distributions over states.
It is often impossible to know exactly what is the current
state of the process. But in a wide variety of applications, such
as control and thus human-machine dialogue, it is sufficient to

Rows (resp. columns) of this matrix correspond thus to prefixes (resp. suffixes) of the words which will be taken as arguments of the formal series p.
It is important to notice that the Hankel matrix is not a
model of the stochastic process but an equivalent representation. The ability to compute H gives thus the complete
knowledge of p. Since both representations are indifferently
interchangeable, one may define the rank of the stochastic
process as the rank of H: rank(p) := rank(H). A remarkable feature of the Hankel matrix is that it contains all the

information concerning the stochastic process but is defined
only over observable elements. No hidden state is therefore
introduced.
In the next section, we present Multiplicity Automata,
a particular class of graphical models closely related to the
Hankel matrix, which will allow its computation.
2.3. Multiplicity Automata
Multiplicity Automaton (MA), introduced in [11], are a a
class of graphical models realizing formal series. Formally,
Definition 2.3. A K-Multiplicity Automata (K-MA) is a tuple {Σ, Q, (Ao )o∈Σ , α0 , α∞ } where:
• Σ is an alphabet
• Q a set of states
• α0 ∈ K |Q| the initialization vector
• Ao ∈ K |Q|×|Q| the transition matrices
• α∞ ∈ K |Q| the termination vector
The dimension of the MA is defined by d = |Q|. Let A be a
K-MA realizing a formal serie fA : Σ∗ → K defined by:
∀u ∈ Σ∗ , fA (u) = α>
0 Au α ∞
= α>
0 Au1 . . . Aun α∞
SP-NFA are R+ -MA realizing a stochastic process.
In the general case, no assumption is made on the weights.
If K = R+ , ignoring a normalization factor, weights may be
interpreted as transition probabilities. But if K = R, they
lose this probabilistic interpretation. Furthermore, it has been
shown [22, 23] that every HMM with d hidden states may
be converted into a K-MA with dimensions at most d while
conversely, a d-dimensional SP-NFA may not be represented
by a finite-state HMM. A first advantage of both SP-NFA and
OOM over HMMs models is that they are thus as expressive
as HMM while being at least as compact.
The following theorem gives sufficient constraints on the
parameters of an R+ -MA to define a SP-NFA [22]:
P
Theorem 2.1. An R+ -MA such that αT0 1 = 1, o∈Σ Ao 1 =
1 and αT∞ 1 = 1 realizes a stochastic process.
MA are linked with Hankel matrices thanks to the following theorem [24]:
Theorem 2.2. Let fA be a formal series realized by an MA
with n states, then rank(HfA ) = n. Conversely, if the Hankel
matrix Hf of a formal series f has rank n, then f can be
realized by an MA with n states, but not less.
This theorem states that every formal series (including
stochastic processes) may be realized by an MA with a number of states equals to the rank of the formal series.
In the next section, we show how one can learn such MA
(and thus our distribution p) from a batch of data.

3. LEARNING STOCHASTIC PROCESSES WITH
THE METHOD-OF-MOMENTS
3.1. The Method-of-Moments
Algorithms based on the Methods-of-Moments (MoM) attempt to learn the parameters of an automata realizing a
stochastic process by identifying them with the empirical
moments of the stochastic process. Those algorithms mainly
rely on the Spectral Value Decomposition (SVD) of the Hankel matrix, they are hence often called Spectral algorithms.
Those algorithms may be decomposed into the following
procedure:
Input : Batch trajectories
Output: An K-MA approximating p
1. Find a basis B of the Hankel matrix Hp
2. Find an MA with |B| states, verifying constraints of
theorem 2.1 and realizing p
However, these algorithms have an important drawback.
They are improper, which means that even if the learned automaton may be arbitrarily close from the original one, they
do not need to belong to the same class. In fact, applying this
method often leads to automata with negative weights. Thus,
the automaton will not be usable for planning. This problem
is called Negative Probability Problem (NPP).
To avoid the NPP, constraints have to be inserted into
the second step of the previous procedure. In the case of
HMMs however, it has been shown [25] that the number of
constraints necessary to return an SP-NFA was infinite. This
is why in this work, we consider SP-RFA, a smaller class of
automata, which is efficiently learnable within the MoM and
adapted to model dialogues.
3.2. SP-RFA
SP-RFA are a class of automata realizing stochastic processes
slightly less general than SP-NFA but efficiently learnable.
Formally,
Definition 3.1. An SP-RFA is an SP-NFA {Σ, Q, α0 , (Ao )o∈Σ ,
α∞ } realizing a distribution p such that for all states q ∈ Q,
there exists a word u ∈ Σ∗ such that α0 Au = 1q .
SP-RFA may be understood as stochastic processes whose
generality lies between n-th order Markov chains and HMMs.
In a dialogue context, if we assume that SP-RFA models a
conversation, it means that whatever the dialogue state may
be, there will be a sequence of utterances which leads to this
dialogue state with probability one. This is a reasonable assumption since one often considers that the dialogue state depends only on the noiseless history.
As [19] show, SP-RFA may be characterized by a finite
set of constraints. It is thus possible to design an algorithm
based on the MoM which will output an SP-NFA.

To characterize those constraints, one first needs to define
the following operators. Let p be a formal series and o ∈ Σ a
.
symbol. The function op is the formal series such that ∀u ∈
.
Σ, op(u) = p(ou). Then, for all u ∈ Σ such that p(uΣ∗ ) > 0,
.
up
∗
one defines pu as the formal series pu = p(uΣ
∗ ) , where uΣ is
the set of all words beginning by u. One may thus understand
pu (x) as the conditional probability of x given the prefix u.
The first property gives sufficient conditions on the coefficients of an MA to realize a SP-RFA.
Property 3.1. Let p be a distribution, if there exists a set
of words R and two associated sets of non-negative reals
{avu,o }u,v∈R,o∈Σ and {av }v∈R such that ∀u ∈ R, p(u) > 0
and
X
.
∀u ∈ R, o ∈ Σ, opu =
avu,o pv
v∈R

and p =

X

av pv

v∈R

then, {Σ, S, (Ao )o∈Σ , α0 , α∞ } defines a SP-RFA realizing p,
where Q = R,
u >
α>
0 = (a )u∈R ∀u, v ∈ R, Ao [u, v]

= avu,o .

Second, since by assumption data have been generated by
a SP-RFA, one looks for the conical hull of Proposition 3.2 in
which lies our distribution. This conical hull may be found by
a Non-Negative Matrix Factorization algorithm. Following
the advice of [26], in our experiments, we used the Successive
Projection Algorithm [27].
Third, one regresses the coefficients given by Property 3.1
in the previous conical hull conditioned on the constraints of
Theorem 2.1 to return a stochastic process.
One may notice that the MA returned by the algorithm is
not necessarily a SP-RFA. It has been assumed that the formal
series we try to learn is one but in practice, one only needs to
compute a stochastic process.
Input : A target dimension d, a separable complete
basis B = (P, S), and a training set.
Output: A SP-NFA {Σ, S, (Ao )o∈Σ , α0 , α∞ }
for u ∈ P̂ do
.
Estimate p̂u and op̂u from the training set
.
> .
>
d̂u ← (p̂u o1 p̂u . . . o|Σ| p̂>
u)
end
Find R̂ a subset of d prefixes of P such that
∀u ∈ R̂, d̂u > 0 and d̂ ∈ coni(d̂u |u ∈ R̂)
for u ∈ R̂ do

Conversely, the second property assures the existence of
these coefficients for SP-RFA:

{âvu,o } ← argmin
av
u,o

Property 3.2. Let {Σ, Q, (Ao )o∈Σ , α0 , α∞ } be a SP-RFA
and p the distribution it realizes, then there exists a set of
words R such that:
∀u ∈ R,p(u) > 0
X

p∈
αu pu αu ∈ R+

st

X

.

X

opu −

o∈Σ

avu,o p̂v
2

v∈R̂

.

avu,o o = 1, p̂u 1 = 1 and avu,o ≥ 0

v∈R̂,o∈Σ

end

X

{âu } ← argmin p̂ −
{au
}

u∈R

st

X

.
∀u ∈ R, o ∈ Σ, opu ∈
αv pv αv ∈ R+

X

au

u∈R̂
α̂>
0

v∈R

P
The sets { e∈E αe e|αe ∈ R+ } are called conical hull of
the set E. From now on, they will be denoted as coni(E).

for o ∈ Σ do

3.3. Learning SP-RFA

end

In this section, we present the algorithm CH-SP-RFA (Algorithm 2) of [19] which, given a stochastic process p generated
by an SP-RFA, learns an automaton realizing p with proper
probabilities as weights, and being as such directly usable
to initialize Baum-Welch algorithm or to use planning algorithm.
The algorithm takes as input a basis B = (P, S) and
works as follows.
.
First, one estimates the formal series p̂ and op̂ (where p
denotes the vectorial representation of p). They will be used
to learn the coefficients of the Proposition 3.1.

X

au

u∈R̂

= 1 and

au

2

≥0

← (âu )>
u∈R

Âo ← (avu,o )u,v∈R̂
Algorithm 1: CH-SP-RFA Algorithm

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
4.1. The Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus
Experiments were led on the Ubuntu dialogue corpus [28],
which consists of 1 million dyadic chat dialogues of 3 turns or
more extracted from the Ubuntu IRC channel logs. Dialogues
in this dataset always follow the same structure: a user asks

first the chatroom some question, which is then answered by
another user.
Pre-processing steps have then been applied on the corpus. First, utterances were tokenised using the twokenize tokeniser 1 . Then, stemming and lemmatising were applied using the NLTK toolkit [29]. Finally, stopwords from NLTK
and words appearing less than 10 times were removed.
We used 2 different representations of utterances which
will be described in the following sections: Latent Dirichlet
Allocation and Latent Semantic Analysis, all of them computed with the Gensim library [30]. Additionally, we kept
the End of turn token and add another one End of
dialogue at the end of each dialogue.

Model Size
10
20
30
40

CH-SP-RFA
198
200
202
207

Baum-Welch
879
3201
7260
-

Fig. 1. Computation time for LDA representation (in seconds)

4.2. Representation of utterances
4.2.1. Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [31] represents the utterances as a mixture of topics and that each word in this utterance is generated by one of these topics. More precisely, LDA
supposes that each word in an utterance is generated according to the following procedure:
Input : LDA of an utterance - Size of the utterance
Output: Utterance as a Bag-of-Words
1. Draw a topic from the LDA
2. Draw a word from the distribution induced by the
topic
In the following experiments, LDA vectors are a mixture
over 30 topics.

Fig. 2. Performance with the LDA representation
sequences. More precisely, each n-gram is considered as prefix and one then counts its following suffixes. The obtained
matrix is finally renormalized in order to obtain probabilities.
In the experiments, we considered 4-grams.
4.4. Results

4.2.2. Latent Semantic Analysis
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [32] projects utterances into
a concept space where two documents about the same concept
are close to each other.
LSA achieves this by performing an SVD on the termdocument matrix, which is defined as the matrix containing
word counts of each document. To improve the efficiency of
the LSA, we did not fill the term-document matrix with word
counts but with their tf-idf values which penalizes frequent
words and advantages rare ones.
We chose in the experiments to define the LSA over 100
concepts.
4.3. Computing the estimated Hankel matrix
The Hankel matrix was estimated with the suffix-history algorithm [33]. This algorithm considers all n-grams (with n a
parameter of the algorithm) as if they were separate training
1 https://github.com/myleott/ark-twokenize-py

To compare the performances of the CH-SP-RFA and BaumWelch algorithms, we chose the negative-log-likelihood metric and execution times.
First, we kept from the Ubuntu dialogue corpus only the
dialogues of at least 15 turns, leading to a train (resp. test) set
of 257 659 (resp. 4516) dialogues. In order to map continuous
LDA and LSA vectors into a set of discrete observations, they
were clustered into 30 and 50 categories respectively, leading to alphabets of size 32 and 52 (since End of turn and
End of dialogue tokens have to be learned).
In order to avoid getting stuck in local optima, we used
3 random restarts for the Baum-Welch algorithm. Fig.1 and
Fig.2 show the negative-log-likelihood for LDA and LSA respectively. In both of the experiments, the belief is initialized
on the first 10 turns of dialogue and the likelihood is then
computed on the prediction of the next observations. We did
not computed the Baum-Welch algorithm for models with a
dimension bigger than 30 due to a long computation time. We
observe that in both experiments, results of Baum-Welch algorithms are better than the ones of CH-SP-RFA, even though

the CH-SP-RFA algorithm in order to learn a dialogue model
from the Ubuntu dialogue corpus. We experimentally showed
that the performance of CH-SP-RFA was in this case comparable to the one of Baum-Welch algorithm while being considerably faster.
This work opens the door to a wide range of extensions.
First, we would like to generalize the setting to the continuous observation case [34] in order to work with more expressive features such as distributed representation of utterances
[35, 36]. We also want to extend this work for controlled
processes [37] in order to apply it to human-machine dialogue and computer-aided human-human dialogue. Finally,
we would like to apply those set of techniques for Inverse
Reinforcement Learning in partially observable environments
[38] in order to learn the preferences of a dialogue system’s
user.
Fig. 3. Performance with the LDA representation
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